FINNISH CENTER FOR ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
FCAI membership options for companies
Why to participate
Is keeping up to date with the latest developments in AI important for your business?
Do you need to hire people with right AI skills to reach your business objectives?
Would you benefit from networking with other public and private sector actors in the field of AI?
If you answered yes to any of the above questions, then we believe you will benefit from FCAI.
We will keep you up-to-date on the latest development of this rapidly progressing field. We will provide you a
connection to the academic world of AI with the highest level national and international networks. We will invite
you to events or to give lectures where you can meet students and other professionals, which may benefit you in the
form of new recruitments, novel collaborations, and exchange of ideas with other public and private sector actors.
We will give you an opportunity to have a say of the topics to which the Finnish AI research is focused, and what
are the relevant skills to teach for the students of AI. By joining FCAI you will learn to know us and we will learn to
know you: this matching will make possible joint research projects where we can help you solve your specific
problems and to create new AI-based business models and innovations.
We hope that you can help us focus our research and teaching efforts, as we believe this leads not only to benefit to
the society but to better science.
All of the partners will benefit from being a part of the FCAI ecosystem:
➔ Connection to academic world and to national and international networks
➔ Connection to students, channels for recruitment
➔ Keeping up-to-date with the state-of-the-art in AI and AI applications
➔ Co-creation of new AI-based business models and AI innovations in separately agreed-on projects
➔ Networking, publicity, possibilities to promote own agenda
➔ Access to ecosystem events and publications, newsletter

How to participate
FCAI company collaboration
Type

Member contribution

Value for the member

Company
members

Fee of 25,000 €/year
(+VAT 24%)

- FCAI academic contact person
- Registration & stand fee for FCAI events covered up to 2,500 €/year
- FCAI newsletter (4/year)
- Access to a list of FCAI publications, including links to open publications
- Member-only FCAI recruitment event with direct access to AI MSc &
PhD students
- Member-only FCAI research insight events (minimum two events/year)
- We are happy to discuss with the company members about all forms of
collaboration described in this document.

Ecosystem
members

Free of charge in 2018

Separate service fees apply to e.g.
logo visibility at www.fcai.fi
registration & stand fees for FCAI events

To request for more information, please click this link to submit a FCAI collaboration inquiry form for companies.
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